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Rosy Holiday &
Christmas in Cashmere
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Creative Christmas Confections | At Home in the Hills | Lalique: Glitters Beyond Crystals | Different Gift Ideas | Yuletide Hues | Playing with Fire
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Hot and Cold
Destinations

Wine Club
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Our Spirit Within
Wine Knows the Way
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!"#$%&' Red Fred

one is at long last reconnected with his past,
present and future. And once connected, everything becomes very clear, because one's frame
of reference is suddenly all that was, all that is
and all that will be. It is no longer necessary to
dwell in darkness and fear of what comes next.
So, charge your glasses with the best red
wine or whatever type you prefer and drink to
that which connects us to all else: The Universe and beyond. Inhale the fragrance of the
harvest and swirl the luscious fruit the
winemakers have crafted for your pleasure. Let
it take you to that place that is peace, harConnecting with our spirit within is

mony and your connection to the Universe.

the most important task we face, for

Toast to all life that has been, that is renewed

unless we are one with our soul, we are

and that will come again.

Fred Tibitts Jr. is a global wine consultant based in New York. He assists some of the top hotel and restaurant chains in the U.S. and Asia
Pacific developing their wine by the
glass programs, leading educational
trips to wine producing countries
and hosting VIP industry dinners at
New York and across Asia.

Just as there is no single answer to the

ing reunited with all else. It is be-

Wine, and in particular premium

secret of life, there is no single wine that will

yond space and time. It is Infinity.

wine that is pure enjoyment when con-

insure the best quality connection to the En-

Start with a red wine that you

sumed in moderation, takes us to that

ergy of the Universe. Enough of any wine fit

can afford. See how it affects

place which is our spirit, our soul. If what

to drink will lower your inhibitions and resis-

you. If it is not entirely pleasant

we experience is foreign, then it is our

tance to becoming one with this Energy;

and if it does not uplift you, try a

first, glorious awakening; if it is a reunion;

however, ones goal should not be simply to

slightly more costly wine. Con-

we are reminded we are home.

alone and we are lost.

connect, but connect in the best possible way.

tinue this process until you find

Some would say that our mind, our

To achieve a good “handshake” with the En-

the wine for which you have been

awareness is who we are, but according

ergy of the Universe, one must know which

searching. Then look for similar

to Buddhist tradition, it is simply our “Cog-

wines best make possible this connection.

wines that may be even more

nitive Lucidity”, our analytic ability and noth-

If but one wine was capable of allowing ones

affordable. After a while, you will

ing more. Moreover, our mind is the union

consciousness to commune with the Energy of

know three or more wines that

of lucidity and “emptiness”, being one in

the Universe, you may be sure that winery would

share similar flavor, texture and

the same, acting as a conduit for our

advertise on their label “Connect with the En-

aftertaste profiles that help you

thoughts in words spoken and written, as

ergy of the Universe-Only with this wine”. But

to make your personal connec-

a result of our mind's “conceptualized

this is not the case. Each individual must ex-

tion to all that is real.

apprehension” or our ability to fixate on

periment to find the one wine or variety of wines

From that day forward your

phenomena. Who we are, in truth, is quite

that help make possible this sacred connection.

assignment is simply to enjoy

another matter. We are all very ancient

You may ask “But how does one find the

these wines with others who

souls. What we carry forward as well as

magic wine or wines that have such a powerful

similarly have found their magic

what we become is our real identity. We

effect?”. The answer is simply “trial & error”:

wines and who as well wish to

communicate our unspoken thoughts

Just keep tasting wines until you experience

connect with the Energy of the

telepathically from our soul, which is home

one or more that transport you to a calm,

Universe. Be it your Last Sup-

to our spirit as well our intuitive self. Trust

mellow, gentle state that allows you to distance

per or your First, you will at long

in your intuition and you will always know

yourself from all the noise and other earthly dis-

last know the true meaning of

the way forward. Ask any question of your

tractions and commune directly with your spirit,

Communion: Communion with all

true self and the answer awaits.

your soul and most importantly, your connec-

that is You and all that is perfec-

Being one with ones real self is dis-

tion to all that is real. This is a place where time

tion and beyond. Live from

covering the secret of the ages; it is when

does not exist; only love, compassion and be-

China, I am Red Fred.
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